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Kevan Shaw 

More than a decade has passed since 
LEDs were first offered as an architectural 
light source. In the beginning we were en
chanted by how small fittings could be 
made, their effective light colours, and 
promises that they would last forever. 
Since this beginning we have learned a 
lot. Probably the most important lesson is 
that we need to look very carefully at what 
we are told by those who marketlightingl 
At the same time. the focus on energy ef
ficiency in lighting and buildings in gener
al has also become a major design factor. 
Sadly, the early emphasis on LED life 
hasn't been borne out. Rather. it was reto
cused on the "Iow energy' aspect of this 

technology, with regular announcements 
from major LED manufacturers of higher 
and higher ettlciencies of the chips, Un
fortunately, this wasn't reflected in the ac
tual lighting products available on the 
market 
Nonetheless, we are now seeing products 
that can provide effective white light in 
usetul quantities with reasonable colour 
quality . Products ars still very expensive 
In comparison to more conventional tech· 
nologies, but typically have significantly 
longer life spans if Installed Md operated 
properly. Unfortunately, we also see a 
huge volume of low quality, low price LED 
products both in retail lighting and, to .9 

certain extent, in the commercial sector. 
LEDs are still a totally different kind of 
light source 10 other technologies. They 
are inherently directional, thus excellent 
when you want to direct light to a specific 
area, bulless useful as a general non-di· 
rectionallight. They also operate at much 
lower temperatures, and need to, in order 
to have a good operating life and deliver 
a good operating efficiency. These fac
tors make LEDs generally unsuitable lor 
replacing other light sources in designs 
and even forms of existing light fittings, 
Despite this, we continue to see LED op
tions being provided tor existing fitling 
designs more frequently than fittings spe
cifically deSigned around the LED ~ight 
source. We also see a large number of 
LED lamp replacement products for fluo
rescent tubes, GLS lamps, and Low Volt
age reflector lamps. None of these make 
best or even merely good use of LEDs 
and generally produce Significantly less 
light, as well as totally Inappropriate pho· 
tometric output for the fittings they are be
ing used in. 
Most new luminaires available on the mar-

-ket today, however, have beer. deslgr"led 
specifically for LEDs. Many companies 
now otter specific LED downlights that 
show acceptable outpuls when com· 
pared to compact fluorescent downlights. 
In some cases, but definitely not all , they 
show potential energy savings over the 
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Funher Information: Dossier 
"LED and energy-efficient lighting", p. 56 

more conventional technologies. 
This comes at a cost. Typically. a 9000 
LED downlight will cost 2 to 3 times tha 
prrce of a quality compact fluoresce t 
downhght. If you compare them 10 a 
cheap commercial downlight, the cos· 
multiplier is in the region of 8 or 10. In 
turn for this, you can get a degree of e- · 
ergy savings in Ihe region of 30 %, a 
much longer lire expectancy, and the's 
fore lower maintenance costs. The LE 
will be typically rated at 30,000 hours io 

50,000 hours. However, the system life s 
likely 10 be substantially shorter depeno
ing on the quality of fitttng design, maru'" 
facture. and the quality ot control elec 
tJOnics Thus, LEDs don't otter the unive-· 
sal, energy effiCient, Incredibly long life 
solulion for lighting. I don't believe tha 
they ever will - they are just another toa 
in the lighting designer's armoury of lig~ 

sources. Generally speaking, LEDs are 
most appropriate where their unique 
characteristics are most useful, such as: 

situations where long life IS importan , 
for example where maintenance IS ve 
disruptive. This includes transport ap
plications such as tunnels, railway sta
tions, airports, aeroplanes, trains, esca 
lators etc.; 
situations where the physical charach,, -
istics ot LEDs are uniquely suited, suet" 
as marker lighting for orientation or c 
our lighting, where LEDs are by far t " 
most efficient light source; 
applications where specifically low 
lighting levels are needed, such as 
emergency lighting and night lighting .
hospitals: 
locations where heal build·up can 
cause problems, typically high-end re
tail display cases and supermarket dis
play refrigerator cabinets, 

Some applications that would seem ap
propriate for LEDs remain stubbornly 0 : 

of reach. Museum lighting is one such a~

plication. Lower typical lighting levels ar:: 
a desire for lower operating temperatures 
are key considerations. However, colour 
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quality is also vitally important. It is now 
possible to deliver acceptable colour 
(better than 90 R,), but Ulis comes at a 
very significant cost in efficacy. TYPically, 
the best LED systems deliver less than 
10% greater energy effiCiency than ~he 
most effiCient low voltage tungsten halo
gen linings, at a 2 to 3 times higher cost. 
LEDs are generally expected to eventual
ly replace Low Voltage Tungsten Halo
gen, but it Isn't likely that they will ever 
deliver the same range of light oulput 
within the same physical slie, simply due 
to the required heal dissipation necessary 
to keep the LED healthy. Be very wary of 
products claiming to be energy efficient 
replacements for eXisting low voltage 
lamps! 

Lighting efficiency beyond LED 
It LEDs are not the universal solution what 
should we be considenng as sustainable 
lighting? This is a difficult issue that needs 
looking at at a very fundamenlallevel. We 
have been bombarded with marketing 
telling us that this or that technology IS 

"energy efficient" and using this to re
place wllat you have today Will save the 

Light lIource Lighting 

planet. Unfortunately the European legis
lature has been persuaded that thiS is a 
valid solution and increasIngly, legisla
tion, planning requirements and client's 
briefs demand a technology solutions. 
This can be tempting as it IS easy to make 
a difference that may be viSible In re
duced energy bills and can be eaSily 
demonstrated in numbers on paper. In 
lect the numbers around lighting energy 
use are incredibly variable, more so the 
further up the chain you go. At present 
we do not know how much power is used 
for lighting compared to other energy us
es. ThiS iniormation wiii become avaiiabie 
as Intelligent energy metering becomes 
the norm. 
The particular efficacy of a light source or 
light fitting doesn't tell us how much ener
gy it will use in an installation. Neither 
does tho total installed lighting load tell us 
this. What is imporianl IS the amount of 
energy used by a lighting installation in 
an operating silualion. There is a measure 
for this that is detailed In EN 15193. This 
IS the lighting Energy Numeric Indicator 
(LENI). It IS expressed in kWh per square 
meter per year (kWh/m2a). This is the (eal 

life expectancy Colour quality Starting time 
efficiency (Im/W), (h) (!lJ 

Inc~ndescenl bulb 7- 17 1000-2000 99-100 Immediately 

Mains Voltage Halogen lamp' 9-22.5 25-4000 99-100 immediately 

l ow VollB.ge Halogen lamp' tl-27.5 25-4000 99-\00 immediately 

White LED 2-70 ' 200- 50000 60-95 immediately 

Compact Fluorescent Ballast 35-70 6000- ' 5 000 82-<15 '-2 secs 
Integrated Lamp 

Fluorescent lamp 50- 1'4 8000-20000 60-97 ' -2 secs 

Co~d c&thode 'lUuicSLtiit ramp 40-30 3OfDJ-'-'VoaJ 75-95 0.5-' sec 

Metal halide lamp 65- 105 9000- 15000 70-90 3 min. ' 
Mercury vapour lamp 30- 60 10000 45-58 5min. l 

Hi9h pressure sodium lamp 70-150 20 000-32 000 2s-40 Bmln.' 

Low pr essure sod ium I amp 100-180 12 OIX}-IBOOO (1-25 15 mill. S 

Inducllon lamp 50-72.5 20 000-00 000 60-94 1-5 secs 

, Values vary acccrding to W8t18ge Low wanage lamps ere teast e Clenl I coated lamps are mosl efficient 
, Value 10' standard commercially available LEDs. Includes correctioo for prac operating temperatures. 

LEO oulputs are typ'cally quoted for junction lempera eo 25'C. However prac caloperating junclioo lem
peralures usually 70' C le 120·C. 

3 , Values apply le conventional types of ballas . Re-sta<1 . Ch off can be 15 mlnlAes. 
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I AI I1la"8 tower In Kuwait (lighting design: KSlD). 
LED colour change fittings are integril,led into the 
facade at each office lloor In me crown of the lo
wer, cold cathode coto"r chang~ is used il,S there 
is no 8" conditioning ,n Ih,s pan of the buold,ng 
Thus, il is too hOllo, LEDs to run rel,ably. The ligh. 
bng colour changes accord'ng 10 the wind speed 
The LEO sections use aMul halt or lhe power of 
the cold ca.hcde sections 

2 LED mOdule With ecryl.c glass diffusor. 
3 Key data of the m05. common lighl sourc~s 

measure that determines the energy use 
for lightmg. 
Reducing our LENI is is a two part prob
lem. First is an exercise in design that re
quires QUite fundamer"ltal analysis and 
challenges some of the dogmas of ligllt
ing enshrined in standards and codes of 
practice. Second is a matter of psycholo
gy and control to ophmise the use of light
ing equipment In operation. 
Sustainable lighting design is basically 
providing the appropriate lighting quality 
and Quantity thal IS required for the users 
of the space you are designing for. Rath
er trian blindly foilow~ng standa.ds and 
recommendations, this requires a full en
quiry and analysis of the space. For many 
years office developers have demanded 
full task level working light across the en
tire floor area of an office space. this 
would typically be 500 lux. This is based 
on many standards reqUITed for detailed 
work that have gradually increased, not 
because we actually need more light now 
than we did 30 years ago but because It 
is now possible. As the majority of floor 
space In an office comprises seating Clre
as and corfldor space and we are almost 
universally using computer displays for 
tasks that are self illuminating, designmg 
to an overall level of, say, 200 lux with 
provision tor local task lighting eastly re
duces the lighting energy demand by 
50%. Add Into this lighltng controls that 
dim lights down when there i5 suffiCient 
daylight or when no one is actually in an 
area (using absence delection) and your 
saving is proportionately increased by 
20% to 40%. 
Similar. very significant. savings can be 
made in other ways, It is amazing, for ex
ample, just how much apparent bright
ness can be given by careful considera
lion of surface finishes, In many applica
tIOIlS a Quick repalflt can reduce the re
quirement for electriC light In deSigning 
new buildings consideration of reflected 
Ilghl needs to be brought to the fore. The 
difference in reflectivity between a bright 
white and 8 muted off white can be as 
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4 StrMI lighting with LEDs 
5 Museum of Istam,e Art, Oohe (ArChitect I.M.Pei 

Int","or designers, Wilmotte Associe s SA)' Lighting 
for exhibition rooms with 12 V halogen spotlightS 

8 Savings potential by means of various m",asur"~ 
in the existing building 

7 Fashion shop in Paris (Interior design' SAOI Arne 
OUlnzeJ. Oeccretlve lighting with 2.5 V LED spots. 
some 8s 8 ra,1 system. some as 4-lamp modules 

8 Industrial hall In Geroldswil/Schwel2: Basic ligh· 
l ing with fluorescent lamps as a light stnp system, 
control in relation to level of daylight 

9 Engineering office In Helmstenen ICllent and plan· 
ning Ingenieurburo Havsladen): Oplimised day· 
light ullllzatlon. addftional VJorkplace lighting with 
fluorescent lamps In pendant luminal/es, control In 
relation 10 level of daylight 

10 lENlllffiIlS in accordance WIIO DIN EN 15193 
(for nOfl-en: lighting) 

much as 20 % particularly If ,he finish col
our is warm and the light source IS a cool 
white or vice versa . I am not suggesting 
that everything should be uniform bnght 
white, lust that the impact of iinish colours 
needs to be considered much earlier in 
the design process. I have lost count of 
the number of times I have asked archi
tects and designers how they would be 
decorating a space while in the course of 
designing the light only to be told that 
they would not be even thinking about 
thiS until much later! 
While in the vein of baShing architects I 
should also talk about daylight. The ar
rangement 01 fenestration seems to be 
considered only as an aspect of how a 
building looks from the outside on many 
projects, rather than derived from the 
specific location and its availability 01 
daylight. Low ceiling levels also restrict 
the possibility of daylight reaching across 
the floor particularly on deep floor plan 
buildings, There are many good reasons 
for these poor design choices from the 
lighting pOint of view. Many are to do with 
economics of building and the fact thal 
the heating or cooling of most buildings 
consumes so very much more energy 
than the lighting. 
I have touched on the intelligent applica
tion of lighting controls. SWitching lighting 
off saves 100% of lighting energy! We 
very naturally switch on lighting when we 
need it or even just when it is available. 
Our eyes have evolved to work best in the 
very high levels of normal daylight so any 
deep shaded areas, such as indoors, feel 
relatively dark particularly if there are no 
reasonably large windows that let us see 
the outside world. For the same reason 
we rapidly and easily adapt to gradually 
increased lighting levels and are not so 
naturally inclined to switch lights off. 
Lighting controls are particularly neces
sary in shared areas where no one per
son has ownership of the space. However 
a degree of subtlety is necessary to pre· 
vent the users 01 the space leellng that 
they are being deprived ot (ight. Another 6 

aspect of our evolution that affects our vi
sion is that our peripheral vision IS opti 
mlsed to detect change and movement 
so we automatically turn our heads to
wards a sudden change . ThiS happens 
when you swilch lights on and off sud
denly. It is therefore sensible to dim lights 
up and down gradually so that people are 
not aware that tevels are changing auto· 
matically. 

Sustainable lighUng beyond energy 
So far, we have discussed energy use as 
the predominant environmental impact of 
lighting. As long as the majority of Europe 
has electriCity generated by fossil fuels. 
this will remain the case. However. It Isn't 
the only impact. and much of what we are 
encouraged to do to save energy use 
through technological change creates 
other environmental issues. As we (hope
fully!) move towards more renewable 
electricity generation, the focus on other 
impacts will need to be sharper. The 
greatest single issue IS the use of mercu· 
ry in lamps. This extremely pOisonous 
metal is present in almost all effiCient 
lamp technologies except LEDs as the 
fundamental method of creat ing light from 
electriCity. Typically modern fluorescent 
lamps contain between 3 mg and 18 mg 
of mercury, In Europe, its use has been 

Changa 10 efficient control gear 

Clean light fittings and re ,lamp 

Replace 15 year old flltll\gs with new 

Aepainl ceilings and wall s 

Reduce generat hghllng levels 

Add daylight and occupancy confrol 
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banned from pretty much every other .""'., 
dustnat application. As long as it remah~ 

inside lamps It isn't a problem. The is ~ 
arise when lamps need to be dispose ~< 

While we like 10 think that such lamps ac:e 
recycled, the majority in most EU coun
tries still end up in landfills, where the 
mercury eventually leaches into the 
ground water. The EC Director General 
the environment estimated that In 2002 
4.5 10 9 tons 01 mercury per year in de
functlamps were dumped. With 1 graw c 
mercury enough to contaminate all the 
fish in an 8-hectare lake, this is a sizea oS 

issue. Even if the lamps are recycled anc 
some of the mercury is recovered, it 
leaves us with a problem: What to do 
the mercury? As an increasing quantity • 
lamps are made In the Far East, while the 
EU has banned the export of mercury, 
there is currently a one-way traffic from 
newly re-opened mines In China (causin 
massive pollution there through lamp 
manufacturing) to mercury sequestrati 
faCilities in German sail mines! 01 course 
not only the mercury ends up in the 
minas. As it isn't cost effective to exlrac 
mercury trom the contaminated waste, 
lots of glass and phosphors end up bur
ied with I\. rather than being reused, 
As I mentioned , LEDs don't contain mer
cury and. therefore, don't pose this prob-

I I I 

20 % 30% ~O % 50% 00 _ 
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lem. They do raise other issues when It 
comes 10 replacement and disposal, 
Largely, they show little problem in re
source use if they remain in use for their 
entire life, However, many LED products 
will be disposed of well before Iheir end 
of life. For example, a high-end retail in
stallation will run around 3270 hours a 
year, 9 hours a day and 7 days a week. A 
quality LED product will have a life or e.g, 
40,000 hours or 12 years and 3 months. It 
IS very unlikely that a quality retail outlet 
will not have been refurbished tWice In 

that period. As things are at the moment, 
lighting is usually thrown OUI, hopefully to 
recycling, during a retail refurbishment. 
There needs to be a very significant 
change in attitude to re-use of lighting if 
the LED system is to achieve its intended 
lile and its minimal environmental impact. 
The whole consideration Of re-use of light
ing equipment needs to be developed to 
generally reduce the Impact Of lighting, 
as does the requirement calling for a 
greater proportion of recycled base mate
rials in new equipment that we specify, 
Aluminium can have a very high propor
tion of post consumer aluminium waste in
cluded in materlal for new manufacture. 
Some lighting manufacturers require Ba % 
recycled conlent In Ihe aluminium cast
ings they use in light fittings. Glass can 
also be recycled. However, post consum
er glass tends to be less clea than new 
malerlal, so it is besl used in decorative 
rather than optical lighting applications. 
Plastics are the least recyclable 0 materi
afs commonly found in lighting. Typicaily. 
lighting plastics have a high e 
flame inhibitor chemicals, and plas-
tics aren't suitable for re-use. It is, 00 ;s 
er, possible to specify plastics rOO{ 
from other applications panict; -
ternal parts, where mixed Of d iS>CClo.xw 
plastic components are acce 

Outlook 
So where are we heading 
Of my fascinations in ligh 'og 
constantly Changing. Ne1 

8 

keep appearing, older ones improve, 
tastes and fashion changes and new im
peratives need 10 be considered. Howev
er, that doesn't prevent me from makmg 
predictions. I predict that not much will 
visibly change in the next 5 years. light
ing installations typically last a long time. 
You mlghl see office building refurbish
ment on a 15-year cycle. large relail may
be 10 years, and only the fashion-con
scious retailer or restaurateur Will typically 
change things in around 5 years or less. 
When it comes to roadsIde lightmg, a life 
figure at 30 years IS typically quoted. 
However. installations can lasl much 
longer. Indust{lal lighling will also lasI 20 
to 30 years, as will lighting in many muse· 
ums and art galleries. 
In 5 years we will be lucky If a third or 
even a quarter 01 lighting Installations will 
be significantly changed. This also re
lurns us to the Question as to whether 
technology change can significantly alter 
the energy use of lighting. Basically, add
ing a control system to an existing instal· 
lation that IS properly designed and 
thought through is much more liKely 10 
detiver significant energy savings. I pre
dict that LEDs will form a very significant 
proportion of new installalions 
Apart from very few instances, we are un
likely to see all LED schemes materialise, 

Type ot use Ughltng 
standard 
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and we may well see other technologies 
plaYing a significant role in lighting, 
OLEDs are promising as area lighl sourc
es. bUI are struggling to meet efficiency 
standards and acceptable operalmg life. 
Plasma light sources will become com
mon in Industrial, slreet. and theatre light
ing, and possibly even for exterior light
ing, depending how quickly Ihe technolo
gy scales down to something small 
enough to use. I elso predict that we will 
have some pretty serious consideration 
given to reducing acceptable hours of 
use tor commercial and street lighting, 
Hopefully. there will be an end to office 
buildings with lights left on all night - a 
bigger waste O'f energy I cannot con
ceive. I hope that this process will be 
done Intelligently as to not reduce our cit
ies to dark and gloomy places by the out
lawing of building identity lighting. I also 
hope that lighting energy use legislation 
Will move away from technology banning 
and power density to LENI or a Similar 
standard that addresses the issue of 
lights left burning when nol required, 
Lastly, I hope that the generallighling 
standards are reconSidered to move 
away from prescriptive horizontal illumina
tion and look to measures and design 
processes that deliver the right light at Ihe 
right time In the right place. 

IllStUlled lighting LENI manual LENI automlltlc 
power (W/m'l (KWhlm'a) , (KWh/m~)' 

15 42,1 35,3 
20 54.6 45,5 
25 67,1 55,8 

15 34.9 27,0 
20 44,9 34.4 
2S 54 .9 41,8 

15 70.6 55,9 
25 115.6 91,1 
35 160,6 126,3 

10 36,1 38.1 
20 72,' 72.1 
30 108,1 108_,' __ 

10 43,7 41.7 
20 83.7 7Q,7 
30 123.7 117.7 


